
What is AI and
How Can It Help You? 

  

How does AI really help you?
Let’s start with an example. Imagine an experienced operator is backed up from a never-ending 
list of tasks and priorities, IPC uses AI and machine learning (ML) technologies to assist in cataloging 
data, evaluating maintenance and updating tasks that can otherwise be extremely time consuming 
to do manually. IPC makes data driven decisions very quickly while evaluating thousands of potential 
solutions to a specific problem to truly achieve optimal results.  

How? IPC evaluates how multiple variables impact desired outcomes. Machine learning models 
abstract any physical process into a digital twin representation and forecasts future operational 
scenarios. AI simultaneously learns from ongoing performances and accurately refines control 
options to meet high-level objectives for improved performance.

By analyzing potential outcomes against numerous application variables through a series of 
process specific computations, IPC can streamline and optimize continuous improvement projects.  
In turn, streamlining operations and reducing costs without jeopardizing results or levels of service. 

How can you start leveraging this AI technology?
Innovyze’s Emagin operational intelligence platform empowers water and wastewater operators 
and engineers with the ability to intelligently manage and optimize their processes in real-time.  
By connecting to real-time data streams, the platform can dynamically learn from operational 
patterns and predict future behavior in order to detect anomalies, optimize control setpoints and 
schedule operational activities.    

We want to clear up a common misconception. Artificial Intelligence (AI) is not replacing human 
efforts. Intelligent Process Control (IPC) leverages the power of advanced computing technology 
and AI technologies to help operators make better, faster, more cost-effective decisions. 
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Want to learn more
about how AI can 
leverage your data and 
the power of technology? 

Innovyze empowers water professionals around the world to create, manage, and maintain water services. 
We are the global leader in water infrastructure data analytics software, providing enduring support for 
customer success.

About Innovyze

  

Emagin, Predictive Control using AI, leverages the best of environmental, water, and wastewater 
process knowledge to develop solutions for the industry. An operational performance management 
system that optimizes operations of water and wastewater systems to perform at the lowest 
operational costs, while still maintaining regulatory compliance and reducing energy consumption. 
Emagin’s unique prescriptive decision-making models and predictive control, provides operators the 
ability to make decisions based on desired outcomes, such as lowering costs, bettering water quality, 
or reducing energy and greenhouse gas emissions (GHG).  
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